Due to the increasing popularity of IEEE 802.11 WLAN standards, WLAN 
INTRODUCTION
Now a day"s wireless networks are very popular. WLAN"s have been widely used in colleges, IT industries, airports and many public places. WLAN is more efficient, flexible and require no wire compare to traditional wired networks. Due to its mobility Wireless LAN keep playing a key role in serving mobile users.
With this growing popularity, the security of WLAN is also a key issue. The communication medium of WLAN is air wave which are susceptible to interception from intruder [5] . Due to which wireless networks are prone to verity of attacks like eavesdropping, denial of service, data modification and replay attack. These attacks decrease the quality of services in a network.
In general network system some essential security requirements are required, such as: A. Data Confidentiality and Integrity: Confidentiality mean allow only the legal individual to study the encrypted messages or the information and integrity described as the message is not being opened by third party and it should reach in the same format as it was sent by the sending party. Data confidentiality and integrity, supporting build a comfortable channel for data communication. The networks ought to provide strong data confidentiality and integrity [7] .
B. Mutual Authentication: Authentication means identification plus verification. It is an important security requirement.
C. Availability: It shows robustness, which is another essential class of security requirement. The network resources should be available to every valid user in the system.
In other phrases, unavailability of resources should be removed.
To provide these important security requirements in wireless LAN we use security standards. [1] . In real time network application the quality of services is extremely important, to achieve required quality of service real time communication a balance is required between overall network performance and security requirements [8] [10] .
In this paper we discuss about some important real time packet scheduling schemes along with security awareness such as, Security-Aware Packet Scheduling Strategy or SPSS [1] , Improved Security Aware Packet Scheduling Algorithm or ISAPS [2] , Round robin based Security Aware Packet Scheduling algorithm or RSAPS [3] , and Improved Real-Time Packet Scheduling Algorithm with Security Constraint or IPSASC [6] . Section 2 gives overview of Security Protocols. Section 3 will introduce various Schemes of scheduling along with security for real time packets in WLAN. Section 4 gives conclusion.
SECURITY PROTOCOLS
There are three important security protocols which are given by IEEE used to ensure the data security in Wireless LAN.
WEP (Wired Equivalent Privacy)
WEP is a security protocol for WLAN. It was developed by IEEE in September 1999 as a part of security standard. The main purpose of WEP was to provide security similar to that of wired network. WEP makes use of CRC-32 checksum for integrity and stream cipher RC4 algorithm for confidentiality [9] .WEP supports 40-bit key and it also supports 128 or 256 bit key. A 24-bit initialization vector is used by WEP for initialization of the cryptographic key stream [12] .
WPA (Wi-Fi Protected Access)
The WEP protocols had some weakness, like it uses RC4 improperly, it allow replay attack, it allow forgery of packet and there is no management of key. 
REAL-TIME PACKET SCHEDULING ALGORITHM WITH SECURITY
In Real-Time network Packet Scheduling is a key to enhance the open network performance, efficient transmission of packet, transmission rate of packets and Safety is a key for the packet reached destination as it is [6] . There are verity of Packet Scheduling Scheme exist. They degrade the Security level to improve the scheduling and a number of them degrade the scheduling to improve the security. This result the total system performance will reduce. To improve the system performance we need a balance between both security as well as scheduling.
SPSS (Security-Aware Packet Scheduling
Scheme) Quin et al proposed the SPSS algorithm. The main aim of this algorithm is to improve total performance of the system. In SPSS the security requirement of the packets is dynamically adjusted.
It is assumed that all the incoming packets are independent to each other. In this scheme initially assign the minimal level of security to all incoming packets.
Then admission controller checks the deadline of all incoming packets. The equation given below is use to check the deadline of the packets. If incoming packets satisfied the above equation then it will go to the accepted queue otherwise it will go to the rejected queue. After that security level Controller increase the security level of the packets which is in the accepted queue by doing this one thing should be noted that increment of the 
ISAPS (Improved Security-Aware Packet
Scheduling Algorithm) Fig.2 shows an ISAPS Scheduler model proposed by Xiaomin Zhu et al, which is improved version of SSPS system model. In this model all incoming packets are going to scheduler queue which initially schedules the packets and assign the minimum security degree to the packets after that Real-Time Controller decides admission of the packets in to accepted queue or rejected queue and schedules the packets by using EDF policy, then Security level Controller enhanced the degree of security of packets which are resides in the accepted queue. The Real-Time Controller considers the packets in the accepted queue as well as new packets due to this the Schedulability is increase to its maximum value. Packets can be allocated successfully to the accepted queue if the following condition of p i can be satisfied.
Where p i is the ith packet in packet set p, it is assumed that all packets are independent, F i = Finish time of p i , dl i = Deadline of p i and S i is the security level of p i .
Real-Time packet is scheduled if the following inequalities satisfied.
Where In this algorithm all incoming packets are initially scheduled by scheduler queue and assign a maximum level of security, after the Real-Time controller sorts the packets based on Earliest Deadline First policy in the scheduler queue. Then scheduling is done by Round Robin scheduler, it selects n number of packets from the sorted packets for scheduling. When one round is completed finishing packets will be replaced by new packets, for a packet to be forwarded to the accepted queue Real-Time controller determine whether "finish time of the packet is less than or equal to deadline of the packet'. Packets which satisfy this condition accepted with maximum security. If any new packet does not satisfy this condition then Security level Controller reduces the security stage of such type of packets and again check this condition. This process continues until the packets have reached minimum level of security. If still the condition is not fulfilling by the packets Real-Time Controller drop these packet in to the rejected queue [3] . Dl i = Deadline of packet P i and P i is the i th packet in packet set P.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Policy 1 .
Reduce the security degree of the packets which is ready in the accepted queue to minimal stage that has better transmission time among the remaining packets ready in the commonplace queue.
In this algorithm the incoming packets are assumed to be independent among one another. Firstly incoming packets store in to the scheduler queue and assign minimum security level to the packets. After that real-time controller apply property 1 to the all packets. If property 1 satisfied then packet is generic and real-time controller notify to the security controller to enhanced the degree of security to its maximum level but keep follow property 1 , on the flip side real-time controller inform to the security level controller to reduce the degree of security of the packet ready inside the accepted queue according to the policy 1 , till new packet may be accepted. If all the packets reached to minimal security stage in the accepted queue but still not follow deadline of the new packet or not satisfied property 1 , then packets are rejected and put in to the rejected queue [6] . 
SPSS
SPSS is a security aware packet scheduling algorithm with soft deadline and dynamically adjusted the level of security of the incoming packets according to the traffic condition of the system. So, when system workload increases then a few new packets may be accommodated results packet drop ratio increases and overall performance of the system decreases. It has poor Guarantee Ratio ISAPS.
ISAPS
ISAPS is an improved scheduling algorithm. ISAPS have lower packet drop and better Guarantee ratio compared with SPSS. It is also a dynamic security mechanism which is based on system workload. Under light workload it provides highest security level which will improve guarantee ratio as well as security level of the system, but under heavy workload ISAPS main aim is to scheduling the packet to reduce the packet drop ratio which can be degrades the security level.
RSAPS
In ISAPS scheme if packet arrival rate increases then packet drop ratio also increases which decreases guarantee ratio. To improve guarantee ratio and reduce packet drops RSAPS used Round robin based scheduler. RSAPS gives equal chance of processing every packet, due to that packet drop ratio decreases. It is a dynamic security algorithm. RSAPS have better scheduling and security level as compare to ISAPS but still when the system is under heavy work load the number of packet drop increases.
IPSASC
IPSASC is an improved real-time packet scheduling algorithm with security constraint. According to the system workload it adjusts the scheduling and security level. When system having light traffic then security level is important and when the system having heavy traffic then it balances the scheduling and security level. IPSASC have much better guarantee ratio, less processing time and better level of security then above three real time algorithm.
CONCLUSION
In wireless networks Scheduling of real time packet along with Security is a challenging task. It is important to maintain the balance between Scheduling and Security to improve the total performance of the system. Though it is not possible to achieve complete balance between Security level and Guarantee Ratio, but in this study paper we try to achieve satisfactory balance between these two types of important parameter to improve the overall system performance.
In this paper we discuss about some important scheduling algorithms of real time packets: SPSS, ISAPS, RSAPS, and IPSASC. Each algorithm has dynamically adjusted Guarantee ratio and Security level according to system traffic condition and tries to improve overall system performance. Here we assume in every algorithm that all incoming packets are independent to each other.
In the upcoming work, we will focus on the dependent packets.
